We fully characterize the natural evaporation of human drops of blood from substrates and substrate-dependent behavior. The heat flux adsorbed by the drops for evaporation is measured by means of a heat flux meter. A side-view measurement enables access to the drop contact angle, wetting diameter, and initial height. A top-view camera allows for the monitoring of the drying regime (deposition, gelation, and fracturation). This directly measured heat flux is related to the evaporative mass flux obtained from the mass of the drop, and the two show good agreement. Both types of measurements indicate that regardless of the substrate type, there is first a linearly decreasing regime of evaporation when the drop is mostly liquid and a second regime characterized by a sharp decrease. We show that the evaporation dynamics are influenced by the substrate's wettability but not by the substrate's thermal diffusivity. The different regimes of evaporation exhibited by glass and metallic substrates are explained in terms of evaporation fluxes at the drop surface. In the case of wetting drops (below 40 deg), the evaporation flux is very important along the drop periphery and decreases across the interface, whereas in the case of nonwetting drops (about 90 deg), the evaporation flux is almost uniform across the droplet's surface. We show that these different evaporation fluxes strongly influence the drying behavior. In the case of metallic substrates, this enables the formation of a uniform "glassy skin" around the droplet surface and, in the case of glass substrates, the formation a skin along the drop periphery with an inward gelation front. This behavior is analyzed in terms of the competition between the drying time and the gel formation time. Unstable drop surfaces were observed at high initial contact angles and are very similar to those of polymer drops.
Introduction
Sessile drop evaporation is currently a widely researched field in the scientific community. The numerous applications for cooling, combustion, fire safety, paintings, coatings, printings, microelectronics, DNA analysis, disease diagnosis, and even forensic investigation are well documented. The scientific community has naturally divided the subject into several topics depending on the target fluid's nature-pure fluid, nanofluid, complex fluid or biological fluid, or the type of evaporation exhibited by the fluid-natural or forced. For colloidal drops, pattern formation after evaporation is also of great interest. Depending on a colloid's particle size (microparticles or nanoparticles), the observations and the droplet evaporation dynamics are different.
There are only a few papers in the literature that address the evaporation of sessile drops of biological fluids. See Table 1 for papers about colloidal sessile drop evaporation. Whole blood has rarely been studied as the target fluid for sessile drop evaporation, though drops of serum have generated several publications [1] . The studies on drops of serum mainly focus on pattern formation rather than heat transfer. The literature reveals that drops of biological fluids can be understood within the framework of natural evaporation. Few authors record the ambient temperature and moisture level during evaporation. These two parameters are fundamental in studying biological fluids because the fluid phase that evaporates is water. Experiments performed under ambient humidity levels of 10% or 40% will completely change the rate of evaporation. With a room temperature of 23 C and atmospheric pressure of 1013.25 hPa, Stefan's law can be simplified and indicates that the rate of evaporation by diffusion is proportional to the difference between the associated saturation and vapor pressures. At 10% humidity, the evaporation rate is 50% higher than that at 40% humidity. Consequently, the time of evaporation will decrease sharply, and the flow motion inside the drop will certainly be modified as well. This is a critical point that needs to be addressed by researchers in the future to allow for quantitative comparisons.
To understand the evaporation of drops of biological fluids, studying drops of colloids composed of either microparticles or nanoparticles is a good way to begin distinguishing the role of biology from the roles of other physical mechanisms that are potentially involved, such as fluid mechanics, solid mechanics, and chemistry. The pattern formation observed for drops of blood is very similar to that observed by Pauchard et al. [2] for colloidal drop evaporation, regardless of the fracturation of cracks or evaporation dynamics. The authors studied the crack patterns formed by the desiccation of a colloidal suspension in a sessile drop placed on a glass surface. They show that crack formation is related to the salt concentration of the suspension and explain that for large drops, the patterns can be attributed to buckling instability. The experimental observations of mica-colloids in deionized water made by Deegan in 2000 [3] were theoretically confirmed by Popov in 2005 [4] .
The drying mechanics of drops of whole blood are of interest for forensic investigation. Several substrates are encountered, and gravitational droplets induce different wettabilities depending on the nature and roughness of a given substrate. Figure 1 shows examples of drops of blood deposited on different substrates, demonstrating the different possible droplet shapes encountered. Of course, forensics is mostly concerned with drop impact rather than deposition; however, the wettability issues associated with the two are the same. Even in the case of drop impact, a hydrophobic or super-hydrophobic substrate will modify the drop shape and thus the final dried pattern. From a general forensics point of view, this work can help to determine several parameters that are presently unknown in crime scenes. It may also enable us to obtain more precise results in investigating a bloody scene featuring drying drops or layers of blood, given the ambient temperature and humidity.
The transfer of heat from a substrate to a biological or colloidal drop has never been studied. The evaporation of a drop requires energy for the phase change, which is pumped into the substrate or into the surrounding air. Depending on the substrate's thermal properties, the evaporation dynamics could be different. This is the main topic of this study. We want to investigate this point and establish the difference between the role of drop wettability on the substrate and the role of the thermal diffusivity of the substrate. To this end, we will use different substrate types and perform a full geometric and thermal characterization of drops during evaporation.
Materials and Methods

Mass Evolution
Measurements. An experimental setup was designed to provide the complete geometric characterization of a drop of blood during its evaporation. Drops were deposited on Bioblock glass substrates. The environmental conditions (temperature, pressure, and humidity) were recorded using a meteorological station. Evaporation took place in a parallelepiped box measuring 100 Â 100 Â 150 mm 3 , which remained covered during the experiment to avoid external flow perturbation. The evaporation box was partially opened on the top and the sides were not hermetically sealed to allow the humidity to equilibrate between the inside and outside of the box. This configuration protected the drying drop from surrounding convection.
Visual monitoring was performed using a Canon EOS 7D digital camera coupled with a 1 Â À5 Â macrolens. This camera enabled us to obtain images measuring 5184 Â 3456 pixels on a chip area measuring 22.3 Â 14.9 mm 2 . At a magnification of 1 Â, the resolution was 4.30 lm, and with the greatest magnification of 5 Â, the resolution was 0.86 lm. To film at 30 images per second, the spatial resolution had to be reduced to 1920 Â 1080 pixels (full high definition) with a pixel size of 2.30 lm (at 1 Â ). This allowed for the visualization of drops from above with sufficient detail for further analysis of specific areas.
Drops were illuminated by a cold cathode backlight at 5000 K 6 270 K (StockerYale ML-0405) without any surrounding light to avoid reflection at the blood drop surface. The cold light provided homogeneous illumination without heating the drop and was placed 100 mm from the drop. The effect of the light intensity on the drying process was studied to avoid any biological or chemical disturbance of the phenomenon. To follow the drying process, the experiment was performed on a digital weighing balance with a resolution ranging from 10 lg to 81 g (Mettler Toledo XS 205). Drops were deposited on a microscope glass substrate (5 g); then, the total mass of the setup was recorded on a computer at 1 Hz. The detailed explanations of all data/characteristics which can be obtained doing the experiments (drop base diameter, drop wet diameter over time, drop mass evolution, drop initial and final mass, drop diffusing drying time, etc.), are fully detailed in recent publications [1] .
Heat Flux Measurements.
The entire experimental setup is presented in Fig. 2 . It includes a heating control support where the drop was placed. The entire device was placed in an experimental test cell to avoid perturbation from natural convection. The test cell contained instrumentation dedicated to thermal measurements (temperature and heat flux). For all experiments presented in the manuscript, evaporation occurred under atmospheric conditions (P ¼ 1005 hPa 6 3 hPa, T ¼ 24.5 C 6 1.2 C and 26% 6 2%), and the drops were observed using digital cameras. The environmental conditions (temperature, pressure, and humidity) were recorded.
The uncertainty on the heat flux due to the voltage measurement and the calibration method is 0.5 mW. The calibration of the heat flux measurement is done by studying the evaporation of an ethanol droplet on a rough substrate to pine the triple line. Thus, the drop diameter is constant, the height decreases linearly, and consequently the mass decreases linearly too. The mass flow rate is the slope of the mass evolution. By multiplying the mass flow rate by the phase-change enthalpy, we find the power pumped by the drop. This method is used as a calibration of the heat flux meter [5] . Since all drops of blood evaporate at ambient conditions, the diffusion is the limit phenomena driving the evaporation [6] .
The substrate was a complex sandwich composed mainly of a cylindrical block of aluminum 10 mm in diameter by 8 mm in length. A heat flux meter located above the aluminum cylinder allowed us to determine the power absorbed by the drops from the substrate during evaporation. The latter was covered with a sheet of glass, aluminum, or gold nanocoated glass. More details about the heat flux meter can be obtained in Brutin et al. [7] 2.3 Blood Biological and Physical Properties. Blood samples were taken in a nearby medical laboratory and stored in their original 10-ll sterile tubes (BD Vacutainer 9NC 0.109M) in a refrigerator at þ4 C so that several experiments could be Zhuang et al. [11] Blood serum Filter paper Use of dried serum on paper substrates Pauchard et al. [2] Silica sols of 15 nm -Influence of salt content on crack patterns Deegan [3] Mica-colloids in water Glass Colloid accumulation at the edge of the droplet Popov [4] 0.1 to 1 lm colloids -Model to create controlled deposition patterns Pauchard [12] Colloidal gel Glass Adhering region circular for thick gel layers Yakhno [13] Blood serum Glass Salt crystallization and protein glass transition Tarasevich and Pravoslavnova [14] Biological fluids -Modeling with diffusion and convection Pauchard et al. [15] Nanolatex spheres of 30 nm Glass Evaporation of gel layers evidence three regimes Brutin et al. [1] Whole blood Glass Pattern formation in drying drops of blood conducted at different times. Experiments were performed for 1 h to 6 days after the samples were taken and show the same results for the same person. Thus, the storage conditions did not influence the main drying process. The blood used in this paper was taken from a volunteer in good health (33 years old, male, blood type ABþ). The experiments have been repeated at least ten times. The curves are presented for one single droplet, since the averaging of the heat flux measurements or evaporation mass flux is not possible. The biological fluid properties were determined to correctly analyze the flow behavior and the patterns observed. The whole blood was analyzed in terms of fluid viscosity using a Rheometer Physica MCR 501 "Anton Paar," and the surface tension was determined using the pendant drop method. At the same time, a full haematological and biochemical analyses of the blood were performed to determine the blood characteristics in terms of composition (haematocrit, lipidemic balance, and so on). In this study, the whole blood density was assumed to be 1040 kg m
À3
. The blood rheology for a shear stress range of 1-100 s À1 revealed nonlinear behavior ðs ¼ k _ c n Þ between the stress and the strain with a coefficient n equal to 0.822 6 0.001, with k being constant. This is in agreement with typical results obtained, indicating that the whole blood viscosity is driven by the RBC concentration (the haematocrit) [8] and that the blood behaves as a non-Newtonian fluid. The whole blood drops were initially composed of 43.9% cellular components by volume based on haematological analysis. By mass, it was composed of 23.9% colloids, which remained on the glass substrate at the end of the drying process. The blood's main colloid distribution is given in Table 2 .
For our analysis, we assumed that the fluid was mainly composed of a high concentration of 8 lm-diameter colloidal particles. The whole blood also contained ions and proteins, which represented 11.6% of the final dried deposit by mass (statistical value obtained for all experiments performed with the same blood sample).
The blood surface tension measurements using the pendant drop method were performed using a capillary tube of 1 mm in diameter. The exact capillary tube diameter was measured to an accuracy of 6 0.02 mm, and the blood drop mass was weighed using an electronic balance with an error of 6 10 lg. The results for the surface tension of over 72 drops gave a statistical value of 69.8 mN/m 6 4.6% for the full blood. This is in accordance with the theoretical value found in the literature and indicates that the surface tension of full blood is very close to that of water [8] .
Experiments
The evaporation of whole blood drops on glass has been previously reported from a fluid mechanics point of view [1] . The authors presented the different stages leading to the final pattern observed and analyzed the competition between gelation and evaporation [9] . Several physical mechanisms involved were pointed out, including Marangoni convection, crack formation, gelation, and adhesion. Heat and mass transfer were investigated in this paper with respect to wettability aspects.
Three different types of substrates were chosen to investigate the influence of wettability and substrate diffusivity. The drop of blood placed on the metallic substrate exhibited almost the same contact angle as that placed on glass, though the roughnesses of the two substrates are different (a few nanometers for gold and a few micrometers for aluminum). Indeed, as summarized in Table 3 , the glass and gold-coated glass substrates have the same thermal properties but different surface energies. In contrast, the aluminum and gold-coated glass substrates have very similar surface energies, but their thermal properties are different. For all experiments, the conduction time was calculated for a Fourier number of 1, which indicated a conductive time of 1.5 s, while the typical drying time was 1080 s on glass and 3600 s on gold. Thus, the heat flux measured by the heat flux meter is the representative of quasi-static heat flux.
Blood Drop Evaporation on
Glass. Blood drop evaporation on a glass microscope plate has been previously studied [1] . The pattern formed at the end of the drying phase has been explained, but the heat flux removed by the drop has not been investigated. Due to the very low roughness and wettability of the glass substrate, the drops wet the surface with an initial contact angle of 20.5 deg (angle is measured from the inside of the drop). The initial and final drop images are presented in Fig. 3 . The final average drop thickness was less than 50 lm, which is very small compared to the initial drop thickness of 410 lm. The side view of this situation is difficult to use for quantitative measurements, and thus, the average thickness was determined by weight. The total heat transfer required by a blood drop on the 1-mmthick glass microscope plate is plotted in Fig. 4 . The total heat transfer decreases linearly during the first step of drop evaporation, which is mainly driven by internal drop convection and the diffusion of water into the air [1] . The linear decrease is consistent with the receding gelation front observed at the bottom of the figure. Because the evaporation diameter decreases, the heat flux coming from the substrate also decreases. This is in agreement with the observation of pure fluids' evaporation flux for natural evaporation with a decreasing triple-line perimeter.
In the second stage, the heat flux sharply decreases when most of the water has been evaporated. After a time step of 13 min, the drop is almost completely dried, and the changes observed are those of the fracturation and color. The remaining water is trapped between the red blood cells deposited on the substrate. This sharp decrease is consistent with a slow heat transfer rate due to a slower evaporation rate of water through gelified matter.
The mass was recorded using an electronic balance; the mass was used to obtain the evaporative mass flux plotted in Fig. 4 . The behavior of two curves is consistent with a linearly decreasing trend followed by a sharp decrease. The good agreement between the two curves confirms that the total heat transfer withdrawn from the substrate is used for heat transfer associated with phase transformation. The phase-change enthalpy is not taken from the surrounding air. The heat flux withdrawn is thus the product of the phase-change enthalpy and the evaporative mass flux. Because the mass must be calculated to determine the evaporative mass flux, the use of the heat flux provided by the heat flux sensor provides a real-time measurement that is related to the evaporative mass flux through a proportionality coefficient. The total time required to evaporate 4.31 mg of fluid (76.1% of the initial drop mass of 5.67 mg) was 15 min; thus, the average evaporative mass flux was 4.80 lg/s. This value will be compared to the values of the other two cases.
Blood Drop Evaporation on Gold.
Coating the substrate with gold can change the wettability of a 1-mm-thick glass substrate. Thus, only the blood drop wettability and not the thermal properties of the substrate is altered. The initial and final drop images are presented in Fig. 5 . The initial contact angle on gold was 91.9 deg. The drop shape was hemispherical with a radius of 1.72 mm and a height of 1.53 mm.
At the end of the evaporation, the drop dewets the substrate and develops a hole at its center. The change in the color of the gold substrate along the edges is due to the chemical reaction between blood proteins and gold, which is called "proteinization" (see Fig. 5 ). The final deposit appears to be thicker compared to the gelified deposit on glass because the area of the deposit has been reduced by a factor 2.
Some characteristic aspects of the pattern are not observed in this case, even though a few axisymmetric cracks are observed around the drop. The main difference between the initial and final drop is the formation of a central hole during drying. This point will require more investigation from a soft matter and shell mechanics point of view. The total time of evaporation is 60 min. Figure 6 shows the heat transfer required by a blood drop on a 1-mm-thick glass microscope plate covered with a nanolayer of 14-k gold and the rate of fluid mass evaporated. Again, both curves show good agreement. However, the variation in the heat flux provides a better reflection of the heat transfer, which is indicated using a red dashed line, compared to the mass derivative, During the first half of the evaporation process, the evaporative mass flux decreases linearly, which corresponds to the stage during which the main part of the drop is still liquid and no receding of the triple line is observed. The decrease in the heat flux is thus related to a parameter other than the diameter, which is fixed. Because no gelation front is clearly visible, the same analysis as that for the glass case cannot be performed here. However, the side view of the drop clearly indicates a continuous decrease in the drop volume (see Fig. 5 ).
The transition period was documented by taking three images at times of 30, 35, and 40 min. The drop of blood, which was initially a clear red and almost transparent, becomes darker due to gelation. The wetting diameter clearly decreases and fracturation appears; nine cracks can be observed around the drop periphery starting at 30 min. The 3D shape of the drop is clearly much more complex and will require 3D visualization using dedicated equipment (i.e., numerical microscope).
During the second half of the drop evaporation process, the heat flux suddenly decreases. This corresponds to the end of the main evaporation phase. The drop's liquid phase is almost evaporated, as evidenced by the change in drop color in the last few images. Also, some area of the drop in contact with the substrate dewets. The contact area with the substrate, and thus, the heat transferred is reduced. The dewetting process in enhanced, while the heat flux decreases. At the end of the drying period, the drop is almost completely dewetted from the substrate. Experimental observations indicate that the dried drop does not adhere to the substrate at all.
Blood Drop Evaporation on Aluminum.
With the same substrate thermal properties, different heat transfer behavior during the second stage of evaporation has been observed. We switched the substrate to aluminum, which does not change the drop wettability but only the substrate's thermal properties. The drop's initial contact angle on aluminum was 95.7 deg. As in the case of the gold substrate, the drop was hemispherical in shape with a radius of 1.69 mm and a height of 1.66 mm. The initial and final drop images are presented in Fig. 7 . Under drying stresses, the droplet clearly dewets from the aluminum substrate and recedes, as indicated by the fact that the final perimeter is smaller than the initial one. On the gold substrate, the dried matter does not stick at all.
The transfer of heat to the blood drop from the 0.5-mm-thick aluminum disk as well as the evaporative mass flux are provided in Fig. 8 . Again, the heat flux is a better indicator of heat transfer compared to the mass flux, which clearly shows fluctuations. Despite the high thermal diffusivity of the aluminum substrate, the drop required the same drying time as the drop on the gold substrate (57 min to dry 7.24 mg (76% of the initial drop mass 9.51 mg): A drying rate of 2.12 lg/s). Even with a high thermal conductivity, the evaporation time is not reduced. The evaporation dynamics are also nearly identical to those of the previous cases, exhibiting two distinct stages.
The first stage of evaporation shows a drop that is almost completely liquid with a constant wetting diameter. The change in evaporation dynamics is characterized by a sudden change in the blood color from clear to dark red. The same transition can be traced along the heat transfer profile due to dewetting during the second stage of the drying process. Again, the gelified deposit did not wet the substrate at the end of the drying process, and only the receding of the drop was observed during this second stage. Hole formation was also observed during the transition.
3.4 Discussion. To compare the three cases, we have summarized the heat transfer parameters in Table 4 . The initial contact area with the substrate (S) and the initial interface area with the surround air (A) have been added. For the three cases, the drop evaporated with almost the same dynamics. In the first stage, there is a linear decrease in the heat flux released by the drop that is associated with internal flow motion. The second stage shows a sharp decrease associated with the end of gelation for all cases and partial dewetting for the metallic cases.
For all three cases, the evaporation dynamics should have been the same because the limiting factor is the solvent vapor's diffusion to the surrounding air. However, we observed different dynamics depending on the wettability. When the initial contact angle was low, we observed the formation of a skin with an inward motion of the gelation front. When the contact angle was high, we observed the formation of a glassy skin at the drop/air interface. Because the drop was still evaporating, this elastic shell was deforming and led to the observed patterns. Assuming the gelation was due to particle accumulation, we attribute these observations to the evaporation flux at the drop/air interface as a function of the initial contact angle. Indeed, according to Hu and Larson, 2002 [6] , for a contact angle of about 90 deg, the evaporation flux is uniform (see page 1340), while that for a sessile drop with a low contact angle (below 40 deg) is nonuniform with a diverging flux at the drop's periphery. For drops on the glass substrate, the initial contact angle was far below 40 deg. Thus, evaporation occurred mainly along the drop's periphery. The particles were transported by outward flow along the drop's periphery. We confirmed this with the visualization of the receding gelation front. For drops on gold or aluminum, the initial contact angle was approximately 90 deg; thus, the evaporation was almost homogeneous around the drops' interface. This is also in agreement with our observation of gelation at the drop/air interface during the first stage of evaporation with the formation of a glassy skin.
Regarding the final patterns obtained for nonwetting situations (such as those for drops on a gold substrate), similar patterns were obtained by Pauchard and Allain in 2003 [10] . The authors investigated the surface evolution of drying drops of polymer solution. They showed that the two parameters used to predict the surface stability are the initial drop contact angle and the room humidity. In our study, the room humidity was held constant. However, a change in humidity would affect the competition between the evaporation time and the gelation time. The experimental results provided by the authors were compared to a model that was based on the competition between the drying process and the formation of a glassy skin. They observed different shapes depending on the two parameters. We compare one of their unstable surfaces to a dried drop of whole blood on gold in Fig. 9 . The two images were obtained for similar drop diameters, room humidity levels, and initial contact angles. In the polymer drop solution observed at a humidity level of 30% and an initial contact angle of 70 deg, Pauchard and Allain reported that "a complex pattern progressively builds up involving a cascade of buckling, and in the final state the drop axisymmetry is broken." In our experiments, we studied whole blood; the polymerization of the polymer solution in Pauchard and Allen's study is analogous to the gelation in our experiments. The surface stability of blood drops can thus be explained by the competition between the uniform drying around the drop surface and the formation of a glassy skin. A more precise model must be developed, and more experimental situations need to be realized to compare our stability map to that for polymer solutions.
Conclusion and On-Going Work
The drying of a drop of whole blood under room conditions is influenced by substrate wettability and not at all by the substrate's thermal diffusivity. The surrounding air temperature and humidity are important because the diffusion of vapor to the surrounding air is driven by the difference between the saturation pressure and the vapor pressure. Because the limiting process is diffusion, the evaporation time is relatively long compared to the time required for conduction or thermal diffusion through the substrate. The change in substrate thermal diffusivity does not influence the total time of evaporation, though the substrate wettability has a direct influence on the drying process. We explain the different final patterns observed based on the substrate wettability. For a wetting drop (on glass for example), the contact angle is very small, and according to the Hu and Larson model [6] , the evaporative flux occurs mainly at the drop's periphery; however, for a drop with a contact angle of 90 deg (on gold or aluminum), the evaporative flux occurs uniformly around the drop's surface. This explains the initial inward motion of the gelation front that is then followed by fracturation. For a drop on a metal substrate, the formation of a uniform glassy skin was observed and is in agreement with a uniform evaporative flux at the drop's interface. This situation also shows the formation of unstable surfaces that were very similar to those observed by Pauchard and Allain [10] for drying polymer drops. The polymerization observed by Pauchard and Alain is the equivalent of the gelation observed in our experiments. Fig. 9 Comparison with experiments by Pauchard and Alain [10] performed using a polymer drop; the two dried drops had almost the same contact angle and evaporated at the same room humidity. The initial diameter was also almost the same.
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